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Skill Level:
Easy/Intermediate

Size:
22” top circumference
26” bottom circumference
8” long

Materials:
Cascade Yarns® Baby Llama Chunky
100% Baby Llama
100g (3.5 oz)/ 109 yds (100m)
1 skein color #10 (Tempest)
US 10 (6.0 mm) Circular Knitting Needles or
size to obtain gauge
Yarn needle
Stitch marker

Gauge:
14 sts x 20 rows= 4” (10 cm) in
Stockinette Stitch

Abbreviations:
CO = Cast on
BO = Bind off
K = Knit
K2tog = Knit 2 stitches together
LH = Left hand
P = Purl
PM = Place Marker
RH = Right hand
Rnd(s) = Round(s)
Sl = Slip
St(s) = Stitch(es)
TBL = Through back loop

Pattern Stitches:
LBO (Loose Bind Off) = K2, Sl these 2 sts back to LH needle, K2tog, *[K1, Sl 2 sts on RH needle back
to LH needle, K2tog]; repeat from * to end.
LT (Left Twist) = Skip 1 st, K the next st on LH needle TBL, then K the skipped st and move both sts
to RH needle.
RT (Right Twist) = K2tog, leaving sts on LH needle, then K the 1st st again and slide both sts to RH needle.

Notes: The pattern st is a 12 rnd and 6 st repeat. The pattern can be made wider or narrower by adjusting CO
on by multiples of 6 sts. It can be lengthened by knitting additional 12 row pattern sts. Additional length or
width requires additional skein(s) of yarn. The neck warmer is wider on the bottom edge than on the top in
order to lay flat on the bottom of the neck and to fit snugger around the top.
**Rnds 3 and 11 must be adjusted 1 st for the beginning of the rnds.**

Adjust for the beginning of rnd 3 by moving the marker for the beginning of the rnd back 1 st (so that rnd 3 begins on the next to last st of rnd 2; i.e., rnd 3 begins on the 77th st of rnd 2); start with RT, LT, K2, and repeat 12 more times around. For rnd 4, move the marker for the beginning of the rnd forward 1 st so that it is back to “normal”; knit 79 sts.

Adjust for the beginning of rnd 11 by moving the marker for the beginning of the rnd back 1 st (so that rnd 11 begins on the next to last st of rnd 10; i.e., rnd 11 begins on the 77th st of rnd 10); start with LT, RT, K2, and repeat 12 more times around. For rnd 12, move the marker for the beginning of the rnd forward 1 st so that it is back to “normal”; knit 79 sts.

**Pattern Set Up:**
CO 78 sts using long-tail method. PM and join in rnd being careful not to twist sts.
Work in [K1, P1] Ribbing for 4 rnds.

**Pattern Stitch:**
Pattern is a 12 rnd repeat. Knit 3 repeats (i.e., 36 rnds) of pattern st.
Rnd 1: *[RT, K4]; repeat from * to end rnd.
Rnd 2: K, ending rnd on next to last st. See “Notes.”
Rnd 3: *[RT, LT, K2]; repeat from * to end. See “Notes.”
Rnd 4: K around. See “Notes.”
Rnd 5: *[K2, LT, RT]; repeat from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 6: K all sts to end of rnd.
Rnd 7: *[K3, RT, K1]; repeat from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 8: K all sts to end of rnd.
Rnd 9: *[K2, RT, LT]; repeat from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 10: K, ending rnd on next to last st. See “Notes.”
Rnd 11: *[LT, RT, K2]; repeat from * end of rnd. See “Notes.”
Rnd 12: K all sts to end of rnd. See “Notes.”

**Finishing:**
Work in loose K1, P1 Ribbing for 4 rnds. BO using LBO.
Weave in ends.
Damp block to desired measurement.